
HYDROPOOL
Serenity
Hot Tubs

Built to Perform. Priced to Sell.





enjoy peace
and serenity every day

with a
Hydropool

Serenity
Hot Tub

Medical evidence proves that regular use 
of a hot tub is not only relaxing and 

fun…it is healthy as well.
Hydrotherapy is good for your body and 
soul.  It helps release the stress and strain 

of your busy lifestyle.  Get in a Serenity 
Hot Tub and you will feel the benefits of 

hydrotherapy, warm soothing water, 
invigorating and pulsating jet streams and 

natural buoyancy. Enjoy day and night, 
inside or out, by yourself or with family 

and friends…life with a Serenity Hot Tub 
is just a whole lot better.

Some of the Benefits of 
Hot Tubs Include:

      Soothes tired and aching muscles.

      Relieves arthritic and migraine pain.

      Relieves stress and tension.

      Helps you work, play and sleep better.

      Helps rekindle romance and friendships.

      Brings families together.
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“We absolutely love the hot tub and it 
  has provided countless hours of relaxation. 
  It is definitely a great stress reliever. ” 
                 Alan Hunt, Proud Owner of a Hydropool Hot Tub

a Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub 

will help you feel, work, 
play and sleep better!

start your day 
off right
Imagine how much better your day 
will start when you slip into your 
own Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub for 
a few minutes each morning. 
Your circulation will improve, your 
muscles will relax and feel better, 
and your state of mind will be  
enhanced. You will be better  
prepared to face a hectic day at 
work, a workout at the gym or a 
round of golf at the club.



“We call our hot tub ‘Hydropool Heaven’,  after a long   hard 
day at the office it’s great coming home to our   little piece 
of  Heaven.”
                  Brian & Wendy Chin Quan, Proud Owners of a Hydropool Hot Tub

sleep better
The heat, improved blood circulation,
tension relief, and quicker lactic acid 
dissipation will result in a comfort-
ing state of relaxation and tranquil-
ity, assisting you to sleep better at 
night.

relieve stress & relax
When you’re relaxing, you enjoy 
life more. It is easier to converse, 
share intimacies, smile and laugh. 
You’ll look forward to your times in 
your hot tub. Hydropool Serenity
Hot Tubs are also great for 
entertaining. Your guests will leave 
relaxed and with fond memories of 
 the time spent in your hot tub.

soothe those tired
and aching muscles
The heat of your Hydropool Serenity
Hot Tub results in collagen 
tissue becoming more flexible, 
benefiting many people with 
arthritic symptoms. Doctors have 
advised people with arthritis that 
soaking in warm water several times 
a day relaxes muscles and joints and 
helps induce restful sleep.
The resulting stress and muscle 
tension relief has also led many 
migraine sufferers to claim that hot 
tub use reduces the frequency and 
severity of their headaches.
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body form lounger

contoured bench seat

multisage seat    

contoured bench seat 

x-treme therapy seat 

cool down seat 

(numbers refer to the top view of a
 Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub on the opposite page)

 designed and engineered for 
 comfort, quality 
and performance.
For over 25 years, Hydropool, the manufacturer 
of Serenity Hot Tubs, has evolved with what we 
call “continuous engineering”. We strive to be  
the best and nothing less will do.  The result is a  
hot tub renowned worldwide for quality and 
performance. 

All models are ergonomically designed for body 
support and comfort. Soft, comfortable pillows 
gently support your head and neck, while wide 
lumbar support seats cradle your body.  Serenity’s 
“Versa Massage” unique hydrotherapy system adds 
the final touch, massaging every inch of your body.



foot jets

rubber
mounted
motors
provide 
noise and
vibration free 
operation

air
flow 
controls

armrest

speaker

super soft pillows
versa massage
diverter valve

x-treme
therapy seat

deep
seating
ensures

comfortable
full-body

water
submersion

wide and
safe access

with non-slip
steps

skimming
micro filter

high performance 
electronic controls

Serenity 
waterfall

roll over lip
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Hydropool strives to be the best with...
innovative design features.



experience superior hydrotherapy with

Hydropool’s Versa Massage.
A Serenity Hot Tub boasts a wide variety of stainless steel jet sizes and types. 
From powerful wide body streams to penetrating finger tip massage, 
each jet individually adjusts to deliver optimum hydrotherapy

Every body is different, each 
with it’s own unique needs and 
hydrotherapy requirements. 
Sometimes a gentle, wide-body 
massage is desired for general 
relaxation and stress relief, other 
times a penetrating high velocity 
flow is needed to invigorate and 
relieve tired or aching muscles.  
Hydropool’s unique “Versa Massage” 

combines the benefits of all of 
the best jet sizes, types and designs 
available, ensuring you receive the 
customized massage just right 
for you. With the simple touch 
of a button, the swing of the 
Hydropool diverter valve, or turn 
of the adjustable jets, your 
hot tub can be converted from a 

gentle soothing all-body massage to 
an invigorating, penetrating mas-
sage specifically targeted to the 
muscles of your choice. Full force, 
gentle massage, or somewhere in 
between… the Hydropool “Versa 
Massage” gives you the choice to 
select your desired level of intensity.

1  choose your 
         hydrotherapy series
Don’t let other hot tub manufacturers tell 
you what to purchase. Your hydrotherapy 
needs are what matters and only Hydropool 
lets you choose exactly what is right for you. 
First, select the model that is the right size, 
color and interior configuration for your  
application. Then, select from a number  
of available hydrotherapy packages to  
complete your hot tub package.  

3  adjustable hydrotherapy
A variety of deep bucket seats, higher cool 
down seats, comfortable bench seats and 
body form loungers give everyone a seat of 
choice. Extra large foot wells allow you to 
stretch out, relax and enjoy.

2  adjustable hydrotherapy
Hydropool’s therapeutic X-treme therapy 
seats are fully adjustable for the ultimate 
full body massage. Many models include 
seats with shoulder jets to provide a strong, 
full upper back, shoulder and neck massage 
while foot and calf jets relieve foot and leg 
tension. Take a load off of your feet with 
Hydropool’s adjustable foot jets for the 
ultimate in relaxation and tension relief.

versa massage 
system has...

Easy to turn diverter selector 
valve directs water and monitors 
flow to the jets of your choice.

1)
Micro directional jets provide 
finger-point massage. Micro 
pulsator jets provide invigorating 
massage.

3)Top-side air controls allow you to 
dial in more air for greater intensity, 
or less air for a softer massage.

2)



experience superior hydrotherapy with

Hydropool’s Versa Massage.
A Serenity Hot Tub boasts a wide variety of stainless steel jet sizes and types. 
From powerful wide body streams to penetrating finger tip massage, 
each jet individually adjusts to deliver optimum hydrotherapy

4  balanced hydraulic design
While many manufacturers market their 
hot tubs with large over rated pumps, 
Hydropool delivers optimal pressure to the 
jets while using the least amount of effort 
possible. High performance pumps combined 
with high flow plumbing techniques are at the 
heart of Hydropool’s design. This results in lower 
operating costs, a quieter hot tub experience and 
a smoother running and more enjoyable system.
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Over-sized power spinners 
and massage jets provide a 
pulsating, invigorating massage.

6)
Full-sized directional pulsators, 
and multi-port massage jets 
provide an invigorating and 
penetrating massage.

5)
Medium spinning jets provide 
wide-body massage, while 
directional jets provide finger-
point massage.

4)



Our HydroWise approved  
hot tubs are among the few  
in the industry that have  
passed the California Energy 
Commission’s rigorous energy  
efficiency testing.

engineered to be the most 
energy-efficient hot tub built in the world...

Hydropool’s Double Thermal Shield 
Insulating System.
Our innovative Double Thermal Shield Energy Efficient Insulation 
along with our superior 4 inch HydroWise Hard Cover keeps 
the heat in and the cold out. Combining this with 
our ability to utilize the radiant heat generated by 
the pump(s) allows you to enjoy the benefits of 
hot water and hydrotherapy for... 

just a few cents per day.

1  insulating air pocket 

An air space between the hot tub shell and 
specially installed vapor barrier retains 
heat energy from the hot tub plumbing 
and hot tub water. This supports the hot 
tub plumbing and should you need  
access to the plumbing in the future, the 
air pocket makes this very easy.

2  first thermal shield 

A Thermal Seal Blanket is wrapped 
around the vapor barrier. High density 
insulation is applied to the base of the  
hot tub and at the top and bottom of the 
Thermal Seal Blanket. This creates the  
first of two Thermal Shield.

3  second thermal shield 

An air chamber is created between 
the first Thermal Shield and a second 
layer of Thermal Seal Blanket that is 
installed on the inside perimeter of 
the hot tub cabinet. This air chamber 
allows the excess heat created by the 
pump(s) to be utilized resulting in 
reduced operating costs and forms the 
second of two Thermal Shields.

2

3

1

4

5

6
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6  programmable controls 

Your Hydropool Hot Tub does not need to 
continually operate. Select your desired 
water temperature and the hot tub  
automatically maintains this temperature 
while ensuring that your hot tub is  
automatically conserving as much  
energy as possible.

4  adjustable thermal vents 

The air chamber that is created by the two 
Thermal Shields may cause the hot tub  
to overheat. Adjustable Thermal Vents  
are installed to exhaust the heat in the 
warmer months and retain the heat in  
the colder months as required.

5  HydroWise Hard Cover             
        and Polymer Base 

two The hot tub is capped off with our 
 HydroWise 4” cover on the top and heavy 
duty Polymer Base on the bottom. This 
completely seals the hot tub top and  
bottom to ensure maximum durability 
and efficiency.



1) World Famous Comfortable 
 and Spacious Design           

Each and every Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub mould 
is hand crafted by experienced designers and is 
carefully thought out to provide the ultimate in 
comfort, safety and versatility.

1

2) three stage acrylic & 
 polymer shell

All Hydropool Serenity Shells are vacuum 
formed from the finest acrylic available 
today. After the acrylic is vacuum formed, 
a layer of vinyl ester based glass loc fiber-
glass is applied to ensure perfect bonding 
of the finished shell structure to the acrylic. 
Finally, several layers of polyester based 
glass loc fiberglass are applied to make one 
of the strongest hulls in the industry.

2

6) electronic soft  
 touch controls

Electronic controls are at the heart 
of every Hydropool Serenity Hot 
Tub. Offer your customers peace of 
mind and assure them they have 
full control over their hot tub while 
a number of safeguards ensure 
worry free enjoyment.

6

7) HydroWise insulating  
 hard cover 

Hydropool locks in heat and keeps 
unwanted persons out with one of the  
industries finest safety hardcovers. 
The safety hardcover measures four 
inches thick in the middle and tapers to 
three inches on each end. The marine 
grade vinyl cover is lockable to prevent 
it from opening in windy conditions 
while keeping small animals and  
children out. The taper to each end  
allows any snow and water to run 
away from the hot tub. 

7
8

8) standard LED  
 lighting 

All Hydropool Serenity Hot 
Tubs include the added  
convenience and reliability 
of Hydropool’s LED lighting 
featuring 14 LED lights that 
sequence through blue,  
green, red and white.

Hydropool’s Serenity Hot Tubs…

are well equipped with
many standard features.



3) powerful 240 volt  
 pumping system

Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs use a rugged 
56 frame, fan-cooled pump system that is 
hydraulically balanced to deliver perfect 
water pressure to each hot tub jet.  
Using this style of pump provides solid 
state starting reliability, double shaft  
seal protection and includes a heavy  
duty ball bearing system.

3

4) stainless steel Versa 
 Massage Hydrotherapy 
 System

 The ultimate in Hydropool’s  
“Versa Massage System” is the 
ability to customize the intensity 
of the hydrotherapy to ensure 
optimal relief  for your specific 
aches, pains or injuries.  
Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs  
are designed with a variety of  
different stainless steel massage 
jets to ensure that your stress  
is released and you receive  
maximum enjoyment from  
your hot tub.

4

5) stainless steel  
 high performance  
 heater

 A stainless steel housing is 
installed in the equipment 
area of all Hydropool  
Serenity Hot Tubs. This  
corrosion-free and long  
lasting heater housing  
contains a fully immersed 
4 KW heating element that 
warms the water up quickly 
after being freshly filled  
with water and efficiently 
maintains your favorite  
temperature.

5

9

9) automatic water  
 purification  
 (ozone) ready 

When mixed with water, 
ozone is a highly effective 
oxidizer that assists  
in removing unwanted  
contaminates from the  
hot tub water. Hydropool 
Serenity Hot Tubs are  
outfitted with all of the  
electrical circuits and  
plumbing to simply add  
on this very popular and 
convenient option. 

10

10) truss supported clear  
 cedar cabinetry with  
 removable panels

Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs are  
exclusively available with our Cedar  
Cabinetry. This high quality cabinetry is 
installed onto a truss supported solid frame 
for the ultimate in strength and durability. In 
the unlikely event that you require access to 
the hot tub plumbing or equipment all four 
panels are removable for easy 
service access. 

11

11) self-supporting  
 multilam cradle

The Self-Supporting Multilam 
Cradle evenly distributes the 
weight of the shell to create 
one of the strongest hot tubs 
on the market.
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Hydropool’s Serenity Hot Tubs are very

well equipped with eighteen
standard features.

12) polymer base 
The entire foot print of every 
Hydropool Hot Tub is sealed  
off with a weather resistant 
polymer base. The base is 
snugly fastened to the wood 
support structure and is  
designed to keep out  
unwanted animals and  
pests while keeping the heat  
in and protecting the hot tub 
from the elements.

12 13

13) high flow, triple  
 fastened manifold  
 plumbing 

Hydropool Hot Tubs are  
hydraulically balanced to  
deliver maximum water flow  
at the jet while delivering a 
smooth, quiet and energy  
efficient experience. Plumbing 
joints are cemented onto barbed 
fittings and then further secured 
with a hydraulically installed  
galvanized steel clamp. 

14) 10 Year / 5 Year / 3 Year  
 Guarantee 

Hydropool Hot Tubs are built to stand 
the test of time. Hydropool
guarantees the hot tub shell for a full 
10 years, the acrylic surface for 5 years 
and the operating equipment and 
plumbing for 3 years. Parts and labor 
according to the Hydropool guarantee 
payment schedule is included.
Please note that hard covers and audio 
/ visual equipment is guaranteed for 
one year. Refer to the warranty card for 
complete details. 

14
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15) “Double Thermal Shield”  
 energy efficient insulation

Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs are  
engineered to be the most energy  
efficient hot tub in the world. Our  
innovative Thermal Seal Blanket along 
with our superior 4” HydroWise Hard 
Cover keeps the heat in and the cold 
out. Combine this with our ability to 
utilize the excess heat created by the 
pump(s) and you can enjoy the benefits 
of hot water and hydrotherapy for just a 
few cents per day! Hydropool Hot Tubs 
are now recognized by the California 
Energy Commission as an energy  
efficient appliance.

15

16) clean & clear 
 skimming microfilter

Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs 
are aggressively priced with the 
industry standard suction style 
skimming Microfilter. This  
commonly used manufacturing  
technique can be found on 
many competitive hot tubs. For 
superior performance, refer  
to Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning  
models later on in this price list.

16

17) super soft pillows
Every Hydropool Serenity 
Hot Tub (5000R excluded) 
includes strategically 
placed super soft pillows. 
Sit back and fully relax 
while enjoying the
unmatched comfort  
of a Hydropool Serenity  
Hot Tub. 

17

18) safety grab handles
Built right into the hot tub mould 
on every Hydropool Hot Tub 
(5000R excluded) are a number  
of safety grab handles. These 
maintenance-free grab handles 
help you to safely get in and out  
of the hot tub and move around  
its interior.

18



Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 4000( seating: 3-4 persons
outer dimensions: 62” x 83.25” x 33.5”*
(157.5 cm x 211.5 cm x 86 cm)
volume:  230 US gal / 871 L
weight full:  2414 lbs / 1095 kg

specifications:
series  gold

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets  30
neck massage jet  1
mini-directional jet  1
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets  6
micro multisage jets  16
blaster jet  3
micro leg jet  2
ozone jet  1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler  8
3-way power diverter valve  yes

specifications:
series  gold

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American  4HP
International 230V  4HP
electronic controls  gold
freeze protection  yes
bubbler purge  yes
standby mode  yes
programmable filtration cycles  yes
electronic temperature control  yes
standard 14 LED lighting  yes

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on height of hot tub.

Gold Series
Moonscape



Hydropool 
Serenity Hot Tubs
are one of 
the most 

comfortable
designs in the

industry.
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specifications:
series silver gold

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 15 30
neck massage jets 1 4
mini-directional jets 3 4
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets 0 6
micro multisage jets 7 10
blaster jet 2 4
micro leg jet 0 0
dual spinner jet 1 0
ozone jet 1 1
monsoon jet 0 1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler n/a n/a
3-way power diverter valve  yes

specifications:
series silver gold

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 3HP 4HP
International 230V 3HP 4HP
electronic controls silver gold
freeze protection yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
standard 14 LED lighting yes yes

Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 5000R)seating: 4-5 persons
outer dimensions: 81” x 36”*

(205.74 cm x 91.44 cm)
volume:  280 US gal / 1060 L

weight full:  2906 lbs / 1318 kg

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on height of hot tub

Gold Series
Silver Marble



Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 5000( seating: 5-6 persons
outer dimensions: 79.5” x 79.5” x 35”*
(202 cm x 202 cm x 89 cm)
volume:  328 US gal / 1242 L
weight full:  3408 lbs / 1546 kg

specifications:
series  gold

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets  30
neck massage jets  3
mini-directional jets  6
micro multisage jets  7
micro leg jets  4
dual spinner jets  6
multi port power massage jets  3
ozone jet  1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler  8
3-way power diverter valve  yes

specifications:
series  gold

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American  4HP
International 230V  4HP
electronic controls  gold
freeze protection  yes
pump purge  yes
bubbler purge  yes
standby mode  yes
programmable filtration cycles  yes
electronic temperature control  yes
standard 14 LED lighting  yes

Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs
are available
with a wide
array of the 
most popular
features
and options.

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on height of hot tub

Gold Series
Alpine Mist
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specifications:
series gold platinum

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 30 40
neck massage jets 3 4
mini-directional jets 7 7
dual spinner jets 6 6
micro multisage jets 5 10
blaster jet 1 1
micro leg jets 4 8
multi port power massage jets 3 3
ozone jet 1 1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 8 8
3-way power diverter valve yes yes

specifications:
series gold platinum

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 4HP 3&4HP
International 230V 4HP 3&4HP
electronic controls gold platinum
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
standard 14 LED lighting yes yes

Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 6000)seating: 5-6 persons
outer dimensions: 83.75” x 83.75” x 36.5”*

(213 cm x 212 cm x 93 cm)
volume:  383 US gal / 1450 L

weight full:  3906 lbs / 1772 kg

Hydropool 
Serenity Hot Tubs
are one of 
the most 

comfortable
designs in the

industry.

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on height of hot tub

Platinum Series
Cappuccino Mist



Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 7000( seating: 6-7 persons
outer dimensions: 83.75” x 83.5” x 36.5”*
(213 cm x 212 cm x 93 cm)
volume:  383 US gal / 1450 L
weight full:  3906 lbs / 1772 kg

Hydropool 
Serenity Hot Tubs
are available
with a wide
array of the 
most popular
features
and options.

specifications:
series gold platinum

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 30 40
neck massage jets 3 4
mini-directional jets 7 7
dual spinner jets 6 6
micro multisage jets 5 10
blaster jet 1 1
micro leg jets 4 8
multi port power massage jets 3 3
ozone jet 1 1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 8 8
3-way power diverter valve yes yes

specifications:
series gold platinum

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 4HP 3&4HP
International 230V 4HP 3&4HP
electronic controls gold platinum
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
standard 14 LED lighting yes yes

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on height of hot tub

Platinum Series
Cappuccino Mist
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specifications:
series  platinum

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets  40
neck massage jets  3
mini-directional jets  7
micro multisage jets  12
micro leg jets  4
dual spinner jets  9
blaster jet  0
multi port power massage jets  4
ozone jet  1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler  8
3-way power diverter valve  2

specifications:
series  platinum

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American  3&4HP
International 230V  3&4HP
electronic controls  platinum
freeze protection  yes
pump purge  yes
bubbler purge  yes
standby mode  yes
programmable filtration cycles  yes
electronic temperature control  yes
standard 14 LED lighting  yes

Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 8000)seating: 7-8 persons
outer dimensions: 93” x 93” x 36”*

(236 cm x 236 cm x 91 cm)
volume:  491 US gal / 1858 L

weight full:  5008 lbs / 2272 kg

Hydropool 
Serenity Hot Tubs
are engineered to

be one of the
most energy

efficient 
hot tubs

in the world.

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on height of hot tub

Platinum Series
Mediterranean Mist



When it’s time to relax, know your options.



When it’s time to relax, know your options.
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Odyssey 
Blue

Moonscape

Mystic 
Emerald

Summer 
Sapphire

Silver 
Marble

Mediterranean 
Mist

Glacier 
Mist

Midnight
Mist

Cappuccino 
Mist

Alpine
Mist

standard 
acrylic  
colors* 
All Hydropool Hot Tubs 
& Swim Spas are  
manufactured using 
only the finest cross  
link acrylic that delivers 
the ultimate in beauty 
and durability.

1

*Hot tubs colors may not be  
exactly as shown due to printing.

†Not available on SE models.

audio / visual
Hydropool surround sound with subwoofer
Hydropool’s Surround Sound includes a waterproof  
AM/FM/CD Player with an MP3 input & proprietary 
circuits that automatically prevent distortion at high 
volumes. With 180 watts total power, a custom EQ 
optimizes sound and automatically adjusts the various 
frequencies. The system comes complete with an  
engineered subwoofer that rounds out the sound by 
delivering deep distortion-free bass.

cabinets
premium everlast cabinetry with removable panels 
Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs are available with our  
Maintenance-Free Everlast cabinetry. This premium  

quality cabinetry is installed onto a sturdy wood  
substructure for the ultimate in durability and is  
embossed for the most realistic look possible. In 
the unlikely event that you require access to the 
hot tub plumbing or equipment, all four panels are 
removable for easy service access. Choose from 

Natural Cedar, Driftwood and Espresso finishes. 

covers
Covermate I Cover Remover 
The Covermate I Cover Remover is Hydropool’s most 
popular cover removal system. The Covermate I is  
attractive with it’s sleek low profile look, is easy to use,  
is space efficient and simple in design. With only one 
moving part and a built in stop mechanism, the  
Covermate I has been proven to be absolutely  
trouble free.

Covermate III Cover Remover 
The Covermate III is manufactured from powder coated 
aluminum, providing years of trouble free performance. 
The Covermate III is especially space efficient and allows 
for the hot tub cover to be removed up against a wall or 
other close object. The Covermate III can be partly lifted 
at one side and the hydraulic pistons assist with the final 
removal of the cover.

Covershelf 
The Covershelf allows for the hot tub cover to slide 
horizontally out of the way. If space behind your hot tub 
is not a factor, this is the most affordable way to remove 
and store the cover. The Covermate I and Covermate III 
removers sit well up over the hot tub lip. For installations 
where this is not desirable, the Covershelf may be the 
answer.

Covermate Free Style Cover Remover
The Covermate Free Style Cover Remover is specifically  
engineered for the 5000R Hot Tubs. It is attractive with it’s 
sleek low profile look, is easy to use, is space efficient and 
simple in design. With only one moving part and a built-in 
stop mechanism, the Free Style Cover Remover has been 
proven to be absolutely trouble free.

2

Personalize Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub with these
outstanding options and upgrades.

3

Driftwood Natural Espresso



*North American models only.

hydrotherapy
bubbler 
Hydropool’s Air Bubbler injects  
millions of tiny air bubbles into the 
hot tub gently massaging every part  
of your body. Where many other
manufacturers no longer offer this  
option, Hydropool continues to offer
this option on all models. When the 
bubbler option is ordered, an
upgraded top side control is supplied 
in order to accommodate the option.      
 
Serenity waterfall   
The Serenity Water Fall provides 
the soothing sound of cascading 
water and adds an element of visual  
attraction to dramatically enhance 
your hot tub experience. Serenity 
4000 & 5000R models may be equipped 
with one waterfall. All other Serenity 
models may be equipped with two 
waterfalls.

lighting
deluxe LED & garden FX lighting  
The deluxe LED lighting upgrade adds 
3 additional 20 LED lights (making a
total of four) to the hot tub interior and 
helps you relax while enhancing
your hot tub experience. The addition 
of the Garden FX Lighting creates a
safe entry and exit point to the hot tub 
that automatically turns on and
off by means of a photo cell.

steps
matching two tier step  
Hydropool’s optional two tier step 
makes entering and exiting your hot
tub safe and easy. These steps are 
available in Clear Cedar or in Everlast 
Natural Cedar, Driftwood or Espresso 
finishes.

Water Management
Automatic Water Purification 
(Ozone)  
When mixed with water, ozone is a 
highly effective oxidizer that assists  
in removing unwanted contaminates 
from the hot tub water. Hydropool
Serenity Hot Tubs can be ordered 
with an ozone injection system 
that keeps the ozone in the water 
and dramatically improves the  
performance of the system.
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Automatic Chemical Feeder 
After the hot tub water is 
treated with ozone, the water 
is then treated with chlorine or 
bromine. This ensures that the 
bathers are fully protected
and that the hot tub water is 
safe and bacteria free.

other popular  
upgrades & options
40, 50 or 60 amp GFCI  
with subpanel   
In order to ensure that bathers are 
fully protected while using their 
hot tub, a ground fault circuit in-
terrupter (GFCI) must be installed. 
For your customers convenience, 
provide them with a matching 
GFCI breaker that conveniently 
installs into the included custom 
sub panel.

5 Year Premium Garantee  
Extend the warranty on the oper-
ating equipment and plumbing for 
an additional 2 years increasing 
your coverage to a full 5 years. 

Hand Held Jet 
Get to those hard to reach places 
and deliver an invigorating deep 
tissue massage. Simply remove 
the correct size jet from your 
Hydropool Hot Tub and plug in the 
Hand Held Jet. Never has it been 
so easy and convenient to
customize the hot tub massage to 
meet the needs of your customer.

Safe T Rail    
The Safe T Rail makes it easy to 
get in and out of the hot tub and 
adds an additional level of safety 
for young or old and large or small 
persons. The Safe T Rail locks into 
place and includes two heavy duty 
mounting blocks.

Towel Bar    
The towel bar is the must have 
accessory for every hot tub. The 
unique upright position allows 
towels and robes to remain close 
while keeping them clean and dry.
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be sure to checkout these other
unique and exciting products

     from Hydropool.

       The world’s best self-cleaning hot 
tubs are made by Hydropool.

                      The Hydropool Self-Cleaning system takes the 
worry and hassle of hot tub maintenance 
away with a hands-free cleaning system 

that safe guards you and your family by providing 
crystal clear purified water for your hot tub experience.
The Self-Cleaning System actually cleans 100% of the  

water every 15 minutes and even includes a built-in floor 
vacuum as part of the science of the worry-free, 
Self-Cleaning technology of Hydropool Hot Tubs. 

Don’t you wish everything in life could be this easy?

The Hydropool Swim Spa.
The best of both worlds.

 Imagine having the benefits of a conventional pool in an 
easy to install mini-version. You can swim gently in place, without 

turning, or against a swift current and then relax in one of the 
two jetted hydrotherapy seats.

Hydropool Swim Spas are fun and safe for all ages. Shallow 
enough for most children and non-swimmers yet deep enough 
to satisfy the most serious swimmer, jogger or water aerobics 

enthusiast. All Hydropool Swim Spas are shipped pre-plumbed 
and can be easily installed by anyone with basic handyman 

skills. They can be installed easily into any backyard or solarium.
Considerably smaller than conventional pools, the Hydropool 

Swim Spa requires less chemicals and maintenance and leaves 
more room for swing sets, gazebos or family entertaining.



your authorized
Hydropool Retailer is:

www.hydropoolhottubs.com

Hydropool Industries:
Tel: 905.565.6810
Toll Free: 1.800.465.2933
Fax: 905.565.6820
Email: info@hydropoolhottubs.com

Built to Perform. Priced to Sell.

HYDROPOOL
Serenity
Hot Tubs


